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a b s t r a c t
Incremental feature selection can improve learning of accumulated data. We focus on incremental feature selection based on rough sets, which along with their generalizations
(e.g., fuzzy rough sets), reduce dimensionality without requiring domain knowledge, such
as data distributions. By analyzing the basic concepts of fuzzy rough sets on incremental
datasets, we propose incremental mechanisms of information measure. Moreover, we introduce a key instance set containing representative instances to select supplementary features when new instances arrive. As the key instance set is much smaller than the whole
dataset, the proposed incremental feature selection mostly suppresses redundant computations. We experimentally compare the proposed method with various non-incremental and
two state-of-the-art incremental methods on a variety of datasets. The comparison results
demonstrate that the proposed method achieves compact results with reduced computation time, especially on high-dimensional datasets.
© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In this era of big data, as data are increasingly accumulated over time, researchers should develop novel analysis methods
based on incremental learning [14,29]. A learning algorithm is considered as incremental if it generates hypotheses h0 ,
h1 , …, hn based on corresponding training data t1 , t2 , …, tn , where hi+1 only depends on hi and current training data ti .
However, the resulting hypothesis is only applicable to the available training data [11]. Incremental learning reduces the
space and time complexities regarding storage and processing, respectively [7]. In the last decades, incremental learning
has been widely studied, obtaining methods such as incremental classiﬁcation [2,3,10,12,32], incremental clustering [1], and
incremental feature extraction and selection [22,25,35].
Incremental feature selection allows to handle sequentially arriving data or large datasets divided into sequentially processed subsets. This type of selection is important in incremental learning and applies to streaming data collected over
time to update the selected representative features [18]. Incremental feature selection fully leverages historical information
to substantially reduce the size of the training set [37]. Moreover, arriving data are only processed once, and historical results are subsequently combined. Feature selection can be roughly divided into wrappers, ﬁlters, and embedded algorithms
[13,19]. Most existing incremental feature selection methods use the ﬁlter approach, which selects features regardless of the
∗
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learning/mining model and often serves as preprocessing step [4]. Nevertheless, incremental wrapper and hybrid approaches
have not been widely explored.
Currently, incremental feature selection mainly focuses on either streaming features or streaming instances [36]. For
streaming features [18,26,34,47], the selection assumes a ﬁxed number of instances in training data and variable number
of features over time. For streaming instances [15,20,38], the selection approach updates and maintains a feature subset
using representative features for discriminating new instances from its current surroundings. In addition, a presumed data
distribution determines the selection effectiveness. Alternatively, rough sets [23,24], which do not assume a data distribution,
can be adopted for granular computing [21,41,44,45] to perform feature selection on streaming instances.
Based on existing rough set concepts [23,24], various methods handle sequentially arriving data to perform incremental
feature selection [15,16,20,38]. These methods include entropy-based [20], matrix-based [15,38], and positive-region-based
incremental feature selection [16]. When only a new instance arrives, Hu et al. [15,16] perform incremental feature selection
based on either the modiﬁed discernibility matrix or positive region. Likewise, Yang et al. [38] perform incremental feature
selection by updating the discernibility matrix. Wei et al. [35] achieve incremental feature selection using a compact decision
table to improve eﬃciency. When a group of instances arrives, Liang et al. [20] use information entropy to establish a stateof-the-art entropy-based incremental feature selection algorithm.
The aforementioned rough-based methods share a common assumption that instances are discretized [30,33,46]. In realworld applications, however, there are many continuous features in datasets. A fuzzy rough set [9,17], which supports
continuous-valued data, has been proposed to handle such features. Various incremental feature selection methods based on
fuzzy rough sets have been subsequently proposed, such as a matrix-based method [39,40]. Yang et al. [39] use fuzzy rough
sets in an incremental feature selection algorithm by discarding irrelevant instances and selecting representative arriving
instances. This method establishes a state-of-the-art matrix-based reduction algorithm (MIAR). However, most matrix-based
algorithms store all the historical discernibility matrices/pairs, being inapplicable when memory is limited. Therefore, eﬃcient and effective feature selection algorithms considering storage limitations should be developed.
We propose an incremental feature selection algorithm using fuzzy rough sets. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
• Incremental mechanisms of positive region and dependency function are devised using concepts from fuzzy rough sets
on incremental datasets.
• The key instance set is introduced. This set contains instances that allow to select representative features by updating
previously obtained feature subset when new instances arrive.
• The positive-region-based incremental reduction algorithm (PIAR) is then developed using the key instance set. PIAR
preserves previously obtained features (i.e., it prevents catastrophic forgetting) and learns additional features from the
key instance set.
As the key instance set is much smaller than the whole dataset, the corresponding incremental feature selection prevents
some redundant computations and alleviates computation requirements of storage and processing.
An accelerated attribute reduction method [27] also performs recursive updating based on positive regions. The main
differences between the method in [27] and the proposed method are summarized as follows.
• The methods have different objectives; the one in [27] accelerates reduction algorithms based on all the available data,
whereas the proposed method updates reduction using accumulated data (i.e., data accumulated with subsequently arriving instances).
• The methods adopt different tools; the method in [27] uses classical rough sets, whereas the proposed method uses
fuzzy rough sets.
• The methods handle different types of datasets; the method described in [27] processes discrete data, whereas the proposed method processes continuous-valued data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy presents rough sets, fuzzy rough sets, and an
overview of feature selection algorithms based on fuzzy rough sets. In Section 3, we propose the method to determine the
key instance set for incremental feature selection. In Section 4, we present the fuzzy-rough-set-based incremental feature
selection method and its proposed improvement. The proposed method is compared with non-incremental and state-of-theart incremental feature selection methods in Section 5. Finally, we draw conclusions and provide directions of future work
in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
Rough set theory, initially proposed by Pawlak [23,24], is an effective method for feature selection, rule extraction, and
knowledge discovery. In rough set philosophy, each feature is called an attribute, and then feature selection is called attribute reduction. Here, we review rough set theory and its generalization to fuzzy rough sets [9,17,31]. In addition, we
review three classical feature selection (attribute reduction) algorithms [28,39,42] and two state-of-the-art incremental feature selection algorithms based on (fuzzy) rough set techniques [20,39].
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Table 1
Example of fuzzy decision table.
Instance

A

b

c

class

x1
x2
x3
x4

–0.4
–0.4
–0.3
0.3

–0.3
0.2
–0.4
–0.3

–0.5
–0.1
–0.3
0

0
1
0
1

2.1. Rough sets and fuzzy rough sets
Usually, data are described as a decision table, denoted by DT = (U, C ∪ D), where U = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, called universe,
is a nonempty set with ﬁnite number of instances. Each instance in U is described by a nonempty ﬁnite set of attributes,
denoted by C∪D, where C denotes the set of condition attributes, D denotes the set of decision attributes, and C ∩ D = ∅. Each
attribute r ∈ C∪D corresponds to a map U → Vr , in which Vr is the value set of r over U. With every subset of attributes,
q
B⊆C, the universe is split into q equivalence classes U/B = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xq }, where U = i=1 Xi and Xi ∩ X j = ∅ for any i = j.

U/B is called a partition of B on U. In addition, ∀X⊆U, BX = {Xi |X ⊆ X and Xi ∈ U/B} and B̄X = {Xi |Xi ∩ X = ∅ and Xi ∈ U/B}. Pair
(BX, B̄X) is called a rough set of X on attribute subset B. Clearly, rough set theory is only suitable for crisp attributes. Fuzzy
rough sets generalize rough sets by combining fuzzy sets [43] and rough sets, and they are suitable for both continuous and
crisp attributes [9,31].
Let A be a fuzzy subset on U deﬁned as a mapping A: U → [0, 1]. Then, ∀x ∈ U, A(x) ∈ [0, 1] is the fuzzy membership
degree of x belonging to fuzzy set A [43]. If each attribute r ∈ C corresponds to a map U → [0, 1], each attribute is fuzzy
instead of crisp. As each continuous attribute can be converted into a fuzzy attribute, the decision table with continuous
attributes is called a fuzzy decision table and denoted by FD.
Some concepts and properties of fuzzy rough sets are brieﬂy reviewed below. More details can be found in [9,17,31].
Given attribute subset B⊆C and triangular norm T (see the appendix for the properties of the triangular norm), a fuzzy
similarity relation on attribute subset B is deﬁned as RB ( · , · ) for every x, y, z ∈ U and satisfying the following properties:
(1) Reﬂexivity (RB (x, x ) = 1),
(2) Symmetry (RB (x, y ) = RB (y, x )),
(3) T-transitivity (RB (x, y) ≥ T(RB (x, z), RB (z, y))).
In fact, each similarity relation RB ( · , · ) corresponds to an attribute subset B.
The fuzzy rough set was ﬁrst proposed by Dubois and Prade [9], and it is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. Let U be a nonempty universe and RB ( · , · ) be a fuzzy similarity relation on U. A fuzzy rough set is an
ordered pair (RB A, RB A ) of fuzzy set A on U such that for every x ∈ U,
(1) RB A(x ) = infu∈U max{1 − RB (x, u ), A(u )},
(2) RB A(x ) = supu∈U min{RB (x, u ), A(u )}.

RB A and RB A are the lower and upper approximation operators of A on attribute subset B, respectively.
In most practical applications, only the decision attributes are crisp, whereas the condition attributes are usually continuous. Therefore, we mainly focus on fuzzy decision tables with crisp decision attributes hereinafter.
Proposition 1. Given fuzzy decision table F D = (U, C ∪ D) and ∀X⊆U, the lower approximation operator of X on attribute subset
B can be simpliﬁed, ∀x ∈ U, as follows:



RB X ( x ) =

min

u∈U, u∈
/X

0,

{1 − RB (x, u )},

x∈X
x∈
/X

.

Proposition 1 gives the topological meaning of the lower approximation operator. That is, the lower approximation value
of x ∈ X is the smallest distance from x to u∈X [17]. Thus, to ﬁnd the minimal distance, it is necessary to go through
all the instances in the universe. Consequently, fuzzy rough sets hinder or even impede the computation of the rough
approximation on accumulated data. Below, we provide an example of fuzzy rough sets.
Example 1. Let U = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }, E = {a, b, c}, U/D = {X1 , X2 }, X1 = {x1 , x3 }, and X2 = {x2 , x4 }. The lower and upper approximation operators of X1 on attribute subset E are RE X1 (x ) = infu∈U max{1 − RE (x, u ), X1 (u )} and RE X1 (x ) =
supu∈U min{RB (x, u ), X1 (u )}, respectively.
Considering Table 1, let RE (x, y ) = minr∈E (Rr (x, y ) ), where Rr (x, y ) = 1 − (max(r (x ), r (y )) − min(r (x ), r (y ))), with r(x),
r(y) ∈ [0, 1] representing the attribute values of instances x, y on attribute r, respectively.
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For brevity, we only detail the computation steps for RE (x1 , x2 ). RE (x1 , x4 ) can be computed by following the same pro1, x ∈ X
cedure. Denote X (x ) = {
. Clearly, once X1 (x1 ) = 1, max{1 − RE (x1 , x1 ), X1 (x1 )} = 1 always holds.
0, x ∈
/X

RE ( x1 , x1 ) = RE ( x1 , x3 ) = 1,
Ra (x1 , x2 ) = 1 − (max (a(x1 ), a(x2 ) ) − min(a(x1 ), a(x2 ) ) ) = 1 − (max (−0.4, −0.4) − min(−0.4, −0.4) ) = 1,
Rb (x1 , x2 ) = 1 − (max (b(x1 ), b(x2 ) ) − min(b(x1 ), b(x2 ) ) ) = 1 − (max (−0.3, 0.2) − min(−0.3, 0.2) ) = 0.5,
Rc (x1 , x2 ) = 1 − (max (c (x1 ), c (x2 ) ) − min(c (x1 ), c (x2 ) ) ) = 1 − (max (−0.5, −0.1) − min(−0.5, −0.1) ) = 0.6,
RE (x1 , x2 ) = minr∈E (Rr (x1 , x2 ) ) = min {Ra (x1 , x2 ), Rb (x1 , x2 ), Rc (x1 , x2 )} = min {1, 0.5, 0.6} = 0.5,
RE ( x1 , x4 ) = 0.3,
RE X1 (x1 ) = infu∈U max {1 − RE (x1 , u ), X1 (u )}
= min { max {1−RE (x1 , x1 ), X1 (x1 )}, max {1−RE (x1 , x2 ), X1 (x2 )}, max {1−RE (x1 , x3 ), X1 (x3 )}, max {1−RE (x1 , x4 ), X1 (x4 )}
= min{ max{1 − RE (x1 , x1 ), 1}, max{1 − 0.5, 0}, max{1 − RE (x1 , x3 ), 1}, max{1 − 0.3, 0} }
= min{1, 0.5, 1, 0.7}
= 0.5,
RE X1 (x1 ) = supu∈U min {RE (x1 , u ), X1 (u )}
= max{min {RE (x1 , x1 ), X1 (x1 )}, min {RE (x1 , x2 ), X1 (x2 )}, min {RE (x1 , x3 ), X1 (x3 )}, min {RE (x1 , x4 ), X1 (x4 )}}
= max { min{1, 1}, min{0.5, 0}, min{1, 1}, min{0.3, 0} }
= 1.

}

Deﬁnition 2. In fuzzy decision table F D = (U, C ∪ D), the positive region of D relative to C is deﬁned as P OSCU (x ) =

RC ([x]D )(x ) for every x ∈ U, and the dependency degree of D on C is deﬁned as γCU =
P OSCU (x )/|U |, where [x]D =
x∈U

{y ∈ U : RD (x, y ) = 1} represents the set containing the instances in U with the same decision classes of x.
Positive region P OSCU (x ) measures the discernibility of D relative to C for each instance x ∈ U. Dependency function γCU
measures the discernibility of D relative to C on the universe.
Based on Proposition 1, the property of the positive region is described as follows.
Proposition 2. Given fuzzy decision table F D = (U, C ∪ D), the positive region of D relative to C can be simpliﬁed as follows:
∀x ∈ U, POSCU (x ) = min {1 − RC (x, u)}.
u∈U,

u∈
/ [x]D

Proposition 2 describes the relation between the positive region and lower approximation.
Deﬁnition 3. In fuzzy decision table F D = (U, C ∪ D), B⊆C is called a reduct of C with respect to D if B satisﬁes the following
statements:
(1) γCU = γBU ,
(2) for any r ∈ B, γCU = γBU−{r} .
To design a feature selection algorithm, it is necessary to determine the increment of the dependency degree with gradually increasing attributes. Thus, the dependency degree and positive region can be described by Proposition 3.
Proposition 3. If P⊆Q⊆C, then
(1) P OSUP (x ) ≤ P OSUQ (x ) ≤ P OSCU (x ),
(2) γPU ≤ γQU ≤ γCU .

Proposition 3 shows that the dependency function is monotonic with gradually arriving attributes. Thus,
Proposition 3 veriﬁes the feasibility of the forward feature selection (attribute reduction) algorithm. Note that forward feature selection (attribute reduction) means to add the most representative attributes successively to the candidate reduct
until the dependency degree reaches its maximum.
2.2. Existing static reduction algorithms and incremental feature selection algorithms
Here, we brieﬂy review three known static reduction algorithms [28,39,42] and two state-of-the-art incremental feature
selection algorithms [20,39]. By clarifying and comparing the characteristics of these algorithms, we determine the necessity
to develop an incremental feature selection (attribute reduction) algorithm based on the positive region. Using Proposition 3,
the dependency-function-based reduction algorithm (DAR) is detailed in Algorithm 1 [42].
Besides DAR, there exist two static feature selection algorithms, namely, entropy-based feature selection algorithm (EAR)
[20,28] and discernibility matrix-based selection algorithm (MAR) [39]. Although EAR is based on three kinds of entropy
calculations, we only consider the conditional combination entropy proposed by Qian and Liang [28] as speciﬁc case. More
details about entropy and EAR can be found in [20,28]. Note that EAR is only suitable for decision tables with crisp attributes,
denoted by DT, because entropy is only appropriate for classical rough sets.
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Algorithm 1 DAR
Input: F D = (U, C ∪ D)
Output: red
Step 1: B ← ∅, γBU ← 0
Step 2: lef ← C
Step 3: Calculate γCU
Step 4: While (γBU < γCU ), do
a∗ = argmaxγBU∪{a}
a∈le f

B ← B∪{ a∗ }
l e f ← l e f − {a∗ }
Calculate γBU
End while
Step 5: Let red ← B, i = 0
Step 6: For (i = 0 to |B| − 1 )
Take i th attribute bi in B
U
U
if γred−
{bi } = γC , then red ← red − {bi }
End for
Step 7: Return red

Algorithm 2 EAR
Input: DT = (U, C ∪ D)
Output: red
Step 1: red ← ∅
Step 2: For each attribute a in C
if Siginner (a, C, D) > 0, then red ← red∪{a}
End for
Step 3: B ← red
Step 4: While (CE(D|B) = CE(D|C)), do
Sigouter (a∗ , B, D ) = max{Sigouter (a, B, D )} for a ∈ C − B
B ← B∪{ a∗ }
End while
Step 5: red ← B
Step 6: Return red

Deﬁnition 4. Consider decision table DT = (U, C ∪ D), B⊆C, and partitions U/B = {X1 , X2 , …, Xm } and U/D = {Y1 , Y2 , …, Yn }.
2
2
n |Xi ∩Y j | C|Xi ∩Y j |

|Xi | C|Xi |
A conditional entropy of B relative to D is deﬁned as CE (D|B ) = m
), where C|2X | denotes the
2
i=1 ( |U | 2 −
j=1 |U |
C
|U |

number of pairs of instances which are not distinguishable from each other in Xi .

C
|U |

i

Deﬁnition 5. Consider decision table DT = (U, C ∪ D) and B⊆C. ∀a ∈ B, the inner signiﬁcance of a in B is deﬁned as Siginner (a,
B, D) = CE (D|B − {a} ) − CE (D|B ). If Siginner (a, B, D) > 0, then attribute a is indispensable.
Deﬁnition 6. Consider decision table DT = (U, C ∪ D) and B⊆C. ∀a ∈ C − B, the outer signiﬁcance of a in B is deﬁned as

Sigouter (a, B, D ) = CE (D|B ) − CE (D|B ∪ {a} )
Deﬁnition 7. Given decision table DT = (U, C ∪ D), B⊆C be a reduct denoted by red if and only if:
(1) CE (D|B ) = CE (D|C ),
(2) ∀a ∈ B, CE (D|C ) = CE (D|B − {a}).
The heuristic algorithm to ﬁnd a reduct based on the conditional combination entropy [20] is detailed in Algorithm 2.
And the incremental EAR (EIAR) is detailed in Algorithm 3 [20].
The incremental computation of conditional combination entropy CEU∪U (D|B) is given in [20], where more details of
EIAR can be found. As EAR and EIAR are only suitable for crisp attributes, datasets with continuous attributes should be
discretized before their application at the expense of information loss. The third classical feature selection (attribute reduction) method is the discernibility-matrix-based reduction algorithm, MAR [39], which can handle a fuzzy decision table with
continuous attributes. The discernibility matrix, which is a discernibility measure, is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 8. Given fuzzy decision table F D = (U, C ∪ D), the discernibility matrices of attribute a and attribute set C with
respect to D are respectively deﬁned as
(1) DM (a ) = {(xi , x j ) ∈ U × U |1 − Ra (xi , x j ) ≥ RC [xi ]D (xi ) , x j ∈
/ [xi ]D },
(2) DM (C ) = ∪a∈C DM (a ).
Deﬁnition 8 shows that each entry of the discernibility matrix of C contains the instance pairs that can be discerned by
C. Thus, the discernibility matrix contains the discernibility information of the fuzzy decision table.
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Algorithm 3 EIAR
Input: DT = (U, C ∪ D) , U, red
Output: newred
B
Step 1: B ← red, compute U/B = {X1B , X2B , …, XmB }, U/C = {X1C , X2C , …, XsC }, U/B = {M1B , M2B , …, Mm
 },
U/C = {MC1 , MC2 , …, MCs }
B
B
B

B
B
B
B
B
B
Step 2: Compute (U ∪ U )/B = {X1 , X2 , …, Xk , Xk+1 , Xk+2 , …, Xm , Mk+1 , Mk+2 , …, Mm }, (U ∪ U )/C = {X1C ,




X2C , …, XkC , XkC +1 , XkC +2 , …, XsC , MCk +1 , MCk +2 , …, MCs }
Step 3: If k = 0 and k = 0, go to step 4; otherwise, go to step 5
Step 4: Compute CEU (D|B) and CEU (D|C). If C EU (D|B ) = C EU (D|C ), go to step 7; otherwise, go to step 5.
Step 5: While (CEU∪U (D|B) = CEU∪U (D|C)), do
outer
∗
outer
SigU∪
U (a , B, D ) = max{SigU∪U (a, B, D )} for a ∈ C − B
B ← B∪{ a∗ }
End while
Step 6: For each attribute a in B
inner
if SigU∪
U (a, B, D ) = 0, then B ← B − {a}
End for
Step 7: newred ← B
Step 8: Return newred

Algorithm 4 MAR
Input: F D = (U, C ∪ D)
Output: red
Step 1: ∀xi ∈ U, compute RC [xi ]D (xi )
Step 2: For each condition attribute a ∈ C, compute its fuzzy discernibility matrix DM(a) and DM(C)
Step 3: CoreD (C) ← ∅
For each a ∈ C, compute DM (C − {a})
If DM (C − {a}) = DM (C ), then CoreD (C) ← CoreD (C)∪{a}
Step 4: red ← CoreD (C), and DM (a ) ← DM (a ) − DM (red ) for ∀a∈red
Step 5: While (DM(red) = DM(C)), do
add attribute a∗ ∈ C − red satisfying |DM (a∗ )| = max |DM (a )| into red
a∈C−red

DM(red) ← DM(red)∪DM(a∗ ) and DM (a ) ← DM (a ) − DM (a∗ ) for ∀a ∈ C − red
End while
Step 6: Return red

Algorithm 5 MIAR
Input: F D = (U, C ∪ D) , U, red
Output: newred
Step 1: B ← red
Step 2: For each condition attribute a ∈ C, compute its fuzzy discernibility matrix DM (a) and DM (C) in fuzzy decision table (U∪U, C∪D).
Step 3: If DM (B ) = DM (C ), go to Step 5
Step 4: While (DM (B) = DM (C)), do
add attribute a∗ ∈ C − B satisfying |DM (B ∪ {a∗ })| = max |DM (B ∪ {a})| into B
a∈C−B

DM (B) ← DM (B)∪DM (a∗ ), for ∀a ∈ C − red
End while
Step 5: While (DM (B ) = DM (C )), do
select attribute a ∈ B satisfying DM (B ) = DM (B − {a}), and let B = B − {a}
End while
Step 6: newred ← B
Step 7: Return newred

Proposition 4.

CoreD (C ) = {a ∈ C : DM (C − {a}) = DM (C )}.

Proposition 4 implies that if an instance pair can be discerned by attribute a but not by the attributes in C − {a}, then
attribute a is a core attribute. The reduct can be analogously deﬁned by using a fuzzy discernibility matrix as follows.
Deﬁnition 9. Given fuzzy decision table F D = (U, C ∪ D), B⊆C is a reduct if and only if:
(1) DM (B ) = DM (C ),
(2) ∀a ∈ B, DM (B − {a}) = DM (C ).
The heuristic algorithm to ﬁnd a reduction result using a fuzzy discernibility matrix [39] is detailed in Algorithm 4. And
the incremental version of MAR (MIAR) is detailed in Algorithm 5 [39].

The incremental computation of relative discernibility relation DM (B ) is deﬁned in [39], where more details are available.
Table 2 lists the characteristics of the three kinds of reduction algorithms. The computation time of DAR is high, thus being
ineﬃcient or even unfeasible on accumulated data. As no mature incremental dependency-degree-based reduction algorithm
is currently available for notably speeding up DAR, this problem remains to be addressed.
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Algorithm 6 DIAR (dependency-function-based attribute reduction algorithm)
Input: F D = (U, C ∪ D), U, red, POSUred , POSCU
Output: newred
Step 1: B ← red
U , P OSU∪U γ U∪U , and γ U∪U using Theorem 1
Step 2: Calculate P OSU∪
B
C
B
C
Step 3: Calculate SB
U∪U
U∪U
Step 4: While (γB
), do
< γC
le f ← C − B
U
a∗ = arg max γBU∪
∪{a }
ai ∈le f

i

B ← B∪{ a∗ }
End while
Step 5: newred ← B
Step 6: For (i = 0 to |B| − 1 )
Take i th attribute bi in B
U∪U
U∪U
, then newred ← newred − {bi }
If γnewred−
{bi } ≥ γC
End for
Step 7: Return newred.

Algorithm 7 PIAR (positive-region-based attribute reduction algorithm)
Input: F D = (U, C ∪ D), U, red, POSUred , POSCU
Output: newred
Step 1: B ← red
U and P OSU∪U using Theorem 1
Step 2: Calculate P OSU∪
B
C
Step 3: Calculate SB
Step 4: While (|SB | = 0), do
le f ← C − B
a∗ = arg max |t(B∪{a}) |
a∈le f

SB ← SB − t(B∪a∗ )

B ← B∪{ a∗ }
End while
Step 5: newred ← B
Step 6: For (i = 0 to |B| − 1)
Take i th attribute bi in B
U
(x ) ≥ POSCU∪U (x )
if ∀ x ∈ (U ∪ U ), POSU∪
newred−{bi }
then newred ← newred − {bi }
End for
Step 7: Return newred.

Table 2
Comparison of reduction algorithms.
Algorithm

Discretization

Storage requirement

Computation time

Reduction size

Accuracy

Eﬃcient incremental algorithm

MAR
EAR
DAR

No
Yes
No

High
Low
Low

Low
High
High

Suitable
Small
Suitable

Very high
Low
High

Yes
Yes
No

3. Key instances in dynamic fuzzy decision table
Let U denote the original universe, U denote the set of arriving instances, and F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D) denote a
dynamicuzzy decision table. In this table, the lower approximation and reduct are different from those of the original table.
Given a dynamic fuzzy decision table, the positive region and dependency degree can be recomputed on the whole decision
table by using the static algorithm (Algorithm 1), but this solution is time consuming. As just some not all instances are key
to conduct such computation, we propose the key instance set to quickly update the dependency degree and reduct.
3.1. Key instance set
In a dynamic fuzzy decision system, positive region POSU∪U (x) has the following properties.
Theorem 1. Given dynamic fuzzy decision table F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D), we have
(1) if x ∈ U, then

P OSCU∪U (x ) =



min

{1 − RC (x, u )},

u∈U,u∈
/ [x]D
P OSCU

(x ),

if P OSCU (x ) >

min

u∈U,u∈
/ [x]D

{1 − RC (x, u )}

otherwise

.
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Fig. 1. Positive region before and after reduction for (a) C and (b) B⊆C.

Fig. 2. Key instance set for (a) C and (b) B⊆C.

(2) if x ∈ U, then P OSCU∪U (x ) =

min

u∈ (U∪U ),u∈
/ [x]D

{1 − RC (x, u )}.

Proof.
(1) By Proposition 2, if x ∈ U, the result is straightforward.
(2) If x ∈ U,



P OSCU∪U (x ) =
If P OSCU (x ) >

min

min

u∈(U∪U ),u∈
/ [x]D

u∈U,u∈
/ [x]D

{1 − RC (x, u )} = min

{1 − RC (x, u)}, POSCU∪U (x ) =

min

u∈U,u∈
/ [x]D

min

u∈U,u∈
/ [x]D

{1 − RC (x, u )},

min

u∈U,u∈
/ [x]D


{1 − RC (x, u )} .

{1 − RC (x, u )}; otherwise, POSCU∪U (x ) = POSCU (x ).

Theorem 1 mainly describes the change of the positive region according to the arriving instances. The positive region
does not always change with these instances, and Theorem 1 allows to quickly update the positive region and prevent
recomputing the positive region on the whole dataset. Moreover, P OSCU∪U (x ) is not always different from P OSCU (x ) on all
instances. Therefore, we collect the instances on which P OSCU∪U (x ) is different from P OSCU (x ) to form a special set.
U (x ) < P OSU∪U (x )} is
Deﬁnition 10. In dynamic fuzzy decision table F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D), SB = {x ∈ U ∪ U |P OSU∪
B
C
U
∪

U
called the key instance set of B in FD
.

Deﬁnition 10 shows that the key instance set of B has the instances whose positive region values on B change when
some instances arrive. Fig. 1 and 2 illustrate Deﬁnition 10.
In Fig. 1 and 2, the crossing points denote instances with positive label, and the dot points denote instances with negative
label. The purple lines represent the minimal distance from instance 1 (with the x mark) to the instance represented by a
dot. In Fig. 2, the blue and red points represent the original and arriving instances, respectively.
Point distributions on all attributes C and reduct B are respectively shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). Fig. 1 shows that the
minimal distance (i.e., purple line) does not change before and after reduction. Therefore, distinguishability does not change
due to reduction. In contrast, the minimal distances change when new instances arrive, as shown in Fig. 2, in which the
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Fig. 3. Relation between key instance set and positive region.

minimal distances, indicated by purple line, become smaller. Therefore, B is not the reduct of C in Fig. 2, and it should be
updated by supplementing new attributes for the purple lines in Fig. 2(a) and (b) to be equal. Thus, instance 1 is key for
the selection of new attributes, and all such instances compose the key instance set.
3.2. Properties of key instance set
The key instance set has the following properties.
Proposition 5. Given dynamic fuzzy decision table F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D) and B⊆C,
U (x ) = P OSU∪U (x ),
(1) ∀x ∈ U ∪ U − SB , P OSU∪
B
C
U∪

U
U∪

U
(2) P OSB
(x ) < POSC
(x ) if and only if x ∈ SB .

Proof.
U (x ) ≤ P OSU∪U (x ). By Deﬁnition 10, ∀x ∈ S , we get P OSU∪U (x ) <
(1) By Proposition 3, we get ∀x ∈ U∪U, P OSU∪
B
B
C
B
U (x ) = P OSU∪U (x ) (i.e., ∀x ∈ U ∪ U − S , P OSU∪U (x ) =
P OSCU∪U (x ). From these results, if x∈SB , then P OSU∪
B
B
C
B
P OSCU∪U (x )).
(2) By Deﬁnition 10, the result is straightforward. 

Proposition 5 clearly shows that the key instance set consists of all instances that do not reach the maximum positive
region values, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Proposition 6. Given dynamic fuzzy decision table F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D) and B, P⊆C, the following statements always hold:
U (x ) = P OSU∪U (x ),
(1) ∀x ∈ U ∪ U − SB , if B⊆P, then P OSU∪
B
P
U (x ) < P OSU∪U (x ),
(2) ∀x ∈ SB , if P⊆B, then P OSU∪
P
C
U (x ) ≤ P OSU∪U (x ) ≤ P OSU∪U (x ).
(3) ∀x ∈ SB , if B⊆P, then P OSU∪
B
P
C

Proof.
U (x ) = P OSU∪U (x ). By Proposition 3, ∀x ∈ U ∪ U − S and B⊆P,
(1) By Proposition 5, we get, ∀x ∈ U ∪ U − SB , P OSU∪
B
B
C
U (x ) ≤ P OSU∪U (x ). As P OSU∪U (x ) already reaches its maximum, then P OSU∪U (x ) must be equal to P OSU∪U (x ).
P OSU∪
B
P
B
P
B
U (x ) < P OSU∪U (x ). By Proposition 3, ∀x ∈ S and P⊆B, P OSU∪U (x ) ≤
(2) By Deﬁnition 10, we get, ∀x ∈ SB , P OSU∪
B
B
C
P
U (x ). Thus, P OSU∪U (x ) < P OSU∪U (x ) always holds.
P OSU∪
B
P
C
(3) By Proposition 3, the result is straightforward.

Proposition 6 shows the effect of adding and removing attributes on the positive region values. Proposition 6(1) guaranU (x ) already reaches its maximum and does not change with more attributes added to B. Thus, we
tees that ∀x∈SB , P OSU∪
B
can call U ∪ U − SB as a positive region invariant set, which is the complementary of the key instance set. Furthermore,
U (x ) cannot reach its maximum with any attribute
the statements (2)&(3) in Proposition 6 show that ∀x ∈ SB , P OSU∪
B
U (x ) reaches its maximum with one or more attributes added to B.
deleted from B. It is possible and feasible that P OSU∪
B
Proposition 7. Given dynamic fuzzy decision table F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D) and B, P, Q⊆C, the following two statements always hold:
(1) ∅⊆SB ⊆U∪U,
(2) if P⊆Q⊆B, then SP ⊇SQ ⊇SB .
Proof.
(1) By Deﬁnition 10, the result is straightforward.
U (x ) ≤ P OSU∪U (x ) ≤ P OSU∪U (x ) and P OSU∪U (x ) <
(2) By Proposition 3(1), ∀x ∈ U∪U, if P⊆Q⊆B, then P OSU∪
P
Q
B
B
U (x ) < P OSU∪U (x ) ⇒ P OSU∪U (x ) < P OSU∪U (x ). 
P OSCU∪U (x ) ⇒ P OSU∪
Q
C
P
C
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Proposition 7(1) indicates the lower and upper boundaries of the key instance set. Proposition 7(2) shows that the key
instance set is anti-monotonic with the addition of attributes. Hence, the key instance set becomes smaller with more
attributes.
Based on the key instance set, the relative contribution of the attributes with respect to the obtained reduct in a dynamic
fuzzy decision table can be measured using a new approach.
Deﬁnition 11. Given dynamic fuzzy decision table F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D), if SB is the key instance set of B, then ∀a ∈
C − B,
U (x ) = P OSU∪U (x )} is called the incremental discernible instance set of a in B with respect
(1) ∀t(B∪{a}) = {x ∈ SB |P OSU∪
C
B ∪{ a }
to D,
(2) the cardinality of t(B∪{a}) is called the relative signiﬁcance degree of a in B with respect to D.

Deﬁnition 11. shows that the incremental discernible instance set is composed of some instances from key instance set
SB . In addition, the positive region values of t(B∪{a}) reach their maxima when attribute a is added to B. Therefore, the
cardinality of the incremental discernible instance set reﬂects the relative signiﬁcance degree of a in B with respect to D.
Based on this concept, the incremental reduction algorithm based on positive region can be designed without recomputing
on the universe.
3.3. Incremental mechanism designed on key instance set
Theorem 2 allows to determine if a reduct in the original fuzzy decision table remains a reduct when some incremental
instances arrive.
Theorem 2. Given the dynamic fuzzy decision table F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D) and B⊆C, if B is a reduct on fuzzy decision table
F DU = (U, C ∪ D), then
(1) γBU∪U ≤ γCU∪U ,
(2) If Q⊆B⊆P⊆C, then γQU∪U ≤ γBU∪U ≤ γPU∪U ≤ γCU∪U .
Proof.
As B is a reduct on F DU = (U, C ∪ D), we have B⊆C. By Deﬁnition 2 and Proposition 3, the results in Theorem 2(1) and
(2) are straightforward.
Theorem 2 shows that B may not be a reduct anymore on FDU∪U and that a forward strategy should be adopted to
update the original reduct. The incremental mechanism of the dependency function in the dynamic fuzzy decision table is
presented in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. (Incremental mechanism of dependency degree). Consider dynamic fuzzy decision table F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D),
B⊆C, and key instance set SB of B on FDU∪U . When an attribute a ⊆ C − B is added to B, then
U =
(1) γBU∪
∪{ a }



|U∪U |γBU∪U −

x ∈ S B

U (x )+
POSU∪
B



x ∈ S B

|U∪U |

U = γ U∪U − γ U∪U =
(2) γBU∪
B
∪{ a }
B ∪{ a }

U (x )
POSU∪
B ∪{ a }



,


U∪U
U∪U (x )
x∈SB P OSB∪{a} (x )− x∈SB P OSB
.
|U∪U |

Proof.
(1) By the deﬁnition of dependency function, we get



U∪U
B∪{a}

γ

=

x∈U∪U

U x
P OSU∪
B ∪ {a } ( )

|U ∪ U |



=

x∈U ∪U −SB

U x +
P OSU∪
B ∪ {a } ( )



|U ∪ U |

x ∈ S B

U x
P OSU∪
B∪{a} ( )

.

U (x ) = P OSU∪U (x ). Thus,
By Proposition 5, we get ∀x ∈ U ∪ U − SB , P OSU∪
B
C



x∈U ∪U −SB

and we have
U =
γBU∪
∪{a}

=
=

U
P OSU∪
B ∪ {a } ( x ) =



x∈U ∪U −SB



U
P OSU∪
(x ),
B

x∈U ∪U −SB

U (x )+
P OSU∪
B



x ∈ S B

U x
P OSU∪
B∪{a} ( )

|U∪U |


U∪U
U (x )+
U∪U
(x )− x∈S P OSU∪
x∈U∪U P OSB
x∈S P OSB∪{a} (x )
B
B

|U∪U |γBU∪U −



x ∈ S B

B

|U∪U | 
U (x )+
U∪U
POSU∪
x∈SB POSB∪{a} (x )
B
.
|U∪U |

(1) The result is straightforward from Theorem 3(1). 
U , we should compute P OSU∪U (x ) and P OSU∪U (x ) on the key instance set
Theorem 3 shows that when computing γBU∪
B
∪{ a }
B ∪{ a }
S B .
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3.4. Main theorem of key instance set
Lemma 1 is necessary to propose the main theorem of the key instance set.
Lemma 1. In fuzzy decision table F D = (U, C ∪ D), P⊆C is called a reduct of C with respect to D if P satisﬁes the following
statements:
(1) ∀x ∈ U, P OSUP (x ) = P OSCU (x ),
(2) ∀r ∈ P, ∃x ∈ U, P OSUP−{r} (x ) = P OSCU (x ).
Proof.



(1) If P is a reduct of C, then γCU = γPU ⇔ x∈U P OSCU (x )/|U | = x∈U P OSUP (x )/|U | . If P⊆C, then P OSUP (x ) ≤ P OSCU (x ). Assume
U
U
∃x ∈ U for which POSP (x ) < POSC (x ), then


x∈U

P OSUP (x )/|U | <



P OSCU (x )/|U |,

x∈U

which contradicts the ﬁrst condition. Thus, ∀x ∈ U, P OSUP (x ) = P OSCU (x ).
(1) By Deﬁnition 3(2) and Proposition 3, if P is a reduct of C, then, ∀r ∈ P,


U
U
U
U
U
γCU = γP−
{r} ⇔ x∈U P OSC (x )/|U | = x∈U P OSP−{r} (x )/|U | ⇔ ∃x ∈ U, P OSP−{r} (x ) = P OSC (x ).
Lemma 1 shows that reduct P is the minimal subset of C in which all positive region values reach their maxima.
Theorem 4. (Main theorem of key instance set). Given dynamic fuzzy decision table F DU∪U = (U ∪ U, C ∪ D) and B⊆C, the
following statements are always equivalent:
(1) SB = ∅,
(2) ∃P⊆B that is a reduct in FDU∪U .
Proof.
U (x ) = P OSU∪U (x ). By Lemma 1, B⊆C con(1)⇒ (2) By Proposition 5 and Deﬁnition 10, SB = ∅ ⇔ ∀x ∈ U ∪ U, P OSU∪
B
C
tains a reduct in FDU∪U . Clearly, P⊆B is a reduct in FDU∪U if and only if P is a minimal subset satisfying the conditions of
Lemma 1.
U (x ) = P OSU∪U (x ). By Proposition 3, P ⊆ B ⇒ P OSU∪U (x ) ≤ P OSU∪U (x ).
(2)⇒(1) By Lemma 1, ∀x ∈ U∪U, P OSU∪
P
C
P
B
U (x ) = P OSU∪U (x ). By Deﬁnition 10, we can easily prove that S = ∅
Thus, ∀x ∈ U∪U, P OSU∪
B
B
C
Theorem 4 shows that B contains one reduct when SB = ∅. Therefore, SB = ∅ can set a stop criterion for feature selection (attribute reduction) by using the forward strategy.

4. Incremental feature selection based on key instance set
4.1. Incremental feature selection based on dependency function
Based on the incremental mechanism of the dependency function given in Theorem 3, we detail the proposed incremental feature selection (attribute reduction) method in Algorithm 6.
In DIAR, step 4 uses the incremental mechanism of the dependency function, thus reducing redundant computation.
However, the increment of the dependency function is always computed on a ﬁxed key instance set. Intuitively, this set
should be updated and become smaller with arriving attributes. As the key instance set can be updated using the positive
region, we use the positive region for improving DIAR.
4.2. Incremental feature selection based on positive region
Theorem 4 allows to improve DIAR by using the incremental mechanism of the positive region instead of that of the
dependency function, as detailed in Algorithm 7.
Lemma 1 and Theorem 4 ensure that the reduct obtained from PIAR is also a reduct of both DAR and DIAR. PIAR provides
the following improvements over DIAR:
• The key instance set becomes smaller with arriving attributes in PIAR, whereas the set remains ﬁxed in DIAR.
• Steps 6 in PIAR and DIAR are different. For example, if attribute pi is not redundant, PIAR only conducts computation
U
U∪U
on instance x ∈ (U∪U) satisfying P OSU∪
(x ) < POSCU∪U (x ). However, DIAR computes γnewred−
newred−{b }
{b } . Therefore, PIAR
i

i

reduces the computation cost compared with DIAR.

In real applications, PIAR, DIAR, and DAR share the limitation of being sensitive to noise. Consequently, we add threshold

U (x ) +
α ∈ [0, 1] in the measure of information to mitigate the effect of noise in practice. Speciﬁcally, step 3 uses POSU∪
B
U (x ) + α ≥ P OSU∪U (x ), and step 6 uses P OSU∪U
U∪U (x ) .
α < POSCU∪U (x ), while step 4 uses POSU∪
(
x
)
+
α
≥
P
OS
C
C
B ∪{ a }
newred−{b }
i
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Table 3
Time complexities of DAR, DIAR, and PIAR.
m

i=1 (|C | + 1 − i )|U ∪ U | )
l
O( i=1 (|le f | + 1 − i)|S||U ∪ U |)

O( ki=1 (|le f | + 1 − i)|Si−1 ||U ∪ U |)

O(

DAR
DIAR
PIAR

2

0 ≤ m ≤ |C|, 0 ≤ l ≤ |lef|, and 0 ≤ k ≤ |lef| represent
the number of while loops in DAR, DIAR, and PIAR,
respectively.
Table 4
Time complexity per algorithm step.
Algorithm

Steps 2 and 3

DAR
DIAR
PIAR

O(|C||U∪U|2 )
O(|C |(|U ||U | + |U ||U ∪ U |))
O(|C |(|U ||U | + |U ||U ∪ U |))

Step 4

(|C | + 1 − i)|U ∪ U |2 )
O( m
i=1
O( li=1 (|le f | + 1 − i)|S||U ∪ U |)


O( ki=1 (|le f | + 1 − i)|Si−1 ||U ∪ U |)

Step 6
O(|B|2 |U∪U|2 )
O(|B|2 |U∪U|2 )
O(|B|2 |U∪U|2 )

B is the candidate reduct before step 6. The time complexities of unlisted steps are equal in the three algorithms.
Table 5
Speciﬁcations of selected datasets to evaluate feature selection.
Dataset

Attribute type

Number of attributes

Number of instances

Number of classes

Waveform
Letter
Shuttle
Credit
Gene9
Gene12
Gene14
FPS-5
FPS-7

Real
Integer
Integer
Integer
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

21
16
9
23
12,600
9182
3312
3208
4813

5000
20,000
58,000
30,000
203
174
203
3600
3600

3
26
7
2
5
11
5
6
6

4.3. Scalability analysis
DAR, DIAR, and PIAR have the same space complexity of O(|U∪U|), and their worst time complexities are listed in
Table 3.
As |lef|is smaller than |C|, |S| is usually much smaller than |U∪U|, |Si−1 | ≥ |Si |, and |S0 | = |S|, it is easy to
conclude that the computation time of the proposed DIAR and PIAR is smaller than that of DAR. Although PIAR and DIAR
have similar time complexities, PIAR is notably faster than DIAR in simulations. To clarify this difference, we list the worst
time complexities per algorithm step in Table 4.
U and P OSU∪U should be computed using the incremental mechanism of the
In steps 2 and 3 of DIAR and PIAR, P OSU∪
B
C
positive region. Thus, DIAR and PIAR are faster than DAR in this step.
U∪

U
In step 4 of DIAR and PIAR, only P OSB∪{a} (x )should be computed for every x ∈ SB , a ∈ lef, |SB | ≤ |U∪U|. Note that
|SB | reduces when adding a new attribute into B in PIAR, whereas S remains invariant in DIAR. Thus, PIAR requires less
time than DIAR to compute this step, because the values of l and k are usually similar.
In step 6, redundant attributes are deleted. In PIAR, we check whether any attribute bi is redundant without computing
U (x ), x ∈ U ∪ U. However, all P OSU∪U (x ), x ∈ U ∪ U should be computed in DIAR.
all P OSU∪
B−{b }
B−{b }
i

i

Overall, PIAR and DIAR may have the same worst time complexity. However, PIAR is substantially faster than DIAR in the
detailed analyses. Thus, we consider PIAR instead of DIAR to compare the proposed method with various non-incremental
and incremental feature selection algorithms.
5. Experimental evaluations
We compared the proposed PIAR with a classical algorithm (DAR) [42], an intuitive non-incremental algorithm (NonIAR),
and two state-of-the-art rough-set-based incremental algorithms on real datasets [20,39] to verify its performance.
5.1. Experimental setup
All experiments were conducted on a computer with Ubuntu release 16.0, Intel Core i7-4790 CPU at 3.60 GHz, and
8 GB RAM and implemented by C++. We considered the nine UCI datasets [8] listed in Table 5, which differ considerably
regarding numbers of instances and features. There are three main types of data, namely, data with high dimensionality and
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few instances, with low dimensionality and several instances, and with high dimensionality and several instances. Therefore,
these datasets allow to comprehensively analyze the algorithm performance in terms of dimensionality and instances.
To simulate dynamical datasets, we equally split the original datasets into six subsets with the same distribution as the
original dataset. These subsets were provided successively and incrementally to the algorithms.
To illustrate the calculation of fuzzy similarity relation RB ( · , · ), we considered the bounded intersection (also called
the Łukasiewicz T-norm) given by

TL (a, b ) = max{0, a + b − 1}, a, b ∈ [0, 1]
as special case of triangular norm T. The similarity degree satisfying TL can be calculated as follows:

∀x, y ∈ U, RB (x, y ) = minr∈B (Rr (x, y ) ),
where Rr (x, y ) = 1 − (max(r (x ), r (y )) − min(r (x ), r (y ))) with r(x), r(y) ∈ [0, 1] represents the attribute values of instances x,
y on attribute r, respectively. More details can be found in [31].
We selected the computation time, speedup ratio, reduction ratio, and classiﬁcation accuracy as measures of the algorithm effectiveness and eﬃciency.
The speedup ratio is deﬁned as

SpeedupRatio =

Tbaseline
,
T

where Tbaseline is the computation time of the DAR classical reduction algorithm and T is the computation time of the
evaluated algorithm. If the classical algorithm did not work on certain datasets, we considered the maximal running time of
the evaluated as Tbaseline . The speedup ratio can take values in [0,∞].
The reduction ratio is deﬁned as

Reduct ionRat io =

Reduct
,
At t ributes

Where Reduct is the size of the reduct and Attributes is the number of condition attributes. The reduction ratio can take
values in [0,1].
We used the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) [6] (with usual value of K = 3), support vector machine (SVM), and extreme
gradient boosting (XGB) [5] to measure the classiﬁcation performance of the reduced datasets [33]. After obtaining a reduct
for the dataset, 5-fold cross-validation was applied to ensure the fairness and stability of the classiﬁcation results.
5.2. Comparison with non-incremental feature selection algorithms
From the available non-incremental feature selection algorithms, such as DAR, MAR, and EAR, we selected DAR as baseline
for comparison, because the proposed algorithm, PIAR, is based on the dependency function or positive region. Moreover, we
considered an intuitive non-incremental feature selection (attribute reduction) algorithm, NonIAR, that does not recompute
DAR from the beginning of an empty set but uses the historical reduct as original candidate of the new reduct. Speciﬁcally,
B ← red is used as step 1 of DAR, whereas the other steps do not change.
5.2.1. Computation time
We obtained the computation time of PIAR, NonIAR, and DAR as data subsets subsequently arrived. The evolution of the
computation time is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 shows that the DAR trend grows up dramatically, indicating that DAR spends increasingly more time as instances
arrive, especially on datasets with high dimensionality and several instances. For example, DAR spends about 9 days and
23 h (860,597 s) on dataset FPS-5, and we omit the DAR trend for dataset FPS-7, as it exceeds 10 days. Therefore DAR does
not perform well on datasets with high dimension and several instances.
The computation time of NonIAR remains below that of DAR, showing its higher speed as new instances arrive and the
effectiveness to initialize a candidate reduct by using the original reduct when new instances arrive. However, NonIAR is still
time consuming when new instances arrive, because as a non-incremental algorithm, it performs calculations on the whole
dataset. Thus, dataset size affects the computation time of NonIAR. As a result, it is necessary to propose an incremental
algorithm, which need not be executed on all available data when new instances arrive.
Overall, the computation times of DAR and NonIAR are substantially higher than that of PIAR, showing the high eﬃciency of PIAR as new instances arrive, given its processing on some instead of all instances. Thus, PIAR prevents redundant
calculations and substantially reduces the computation time.
5.2.2. Speedup ratio
The average speedup ratio for each dataset is shown in Fig. 5. Datasets with low dimensionality and several instances
are denoted by I, those with high dimensionality and few instances by II, and those with high dimensionality and several
instances by III. Given the excessively long execution time of DAR on dataset FPS-7 of over 10 days, we consider only FPS-5
as dataset with high dimensionality and several instances.
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Fig. 4. Computation time in CPU seconds according to arriving instances.

Fig. 5. Average speedup ratios for DAR/PIAR and DAR/NonIAR.

Fig. 5 shows the high speedup ratio of DAR/PIAR, being higher on datasets with high dimensionality and several instances.
Therefore, PIAR is more eﬃcient than DAR, especially on such datasets. In addition, NonIAR is faster than DAR.
Fig. 6 shows the speedup ratios of NonIAR and PIAR. When the ratio of available-to-arriving data is 1:1, the PIAR speedup
ratio increases more sharply than that of NonIAR on datasets Waveform, Letter, Shuttle, and Credit. These datasets have
low dimensionality and several instances. However, the trends of PIAR and NonIAR increase similarly on datasets Gene9,
Gene12, Gene14, and FPS-5, which have high dimensionality and few instances. Therefore, when the size of arriving data is
comparable to that of available data, PIAR provides higher speedup than NonIAR on datasets with several instances.
5.3. Comparison with state-of-the-art rough-set-based incremental feature selection algorithms
We also compared two state-of-the-art rough-set-based incremental feature selection algorithms, namely, MIAR [39] and
EIAR [20], with the proposed PIAR.
5.3.1. Comparison between piar and eiar
Although PIAR and EIAR are rough-set-based incremental attribute reduction methods, their procedures are very different. First, they use different information measures, as PIAR is based on positive region, whereas EIAR is based on entropy.
Second, PIAR and EIAR consider fuzzy rough sets and rough sets, respectively.
As EIAR cannot be applied to datasets with real-valued attributes, we use the fuzzy C-means to discretize data. We
omitted the preprocessing time of EIAR, and thus, the computation time of EIAR is longer than that presented in this paper.
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Fig. 6. Speedup ratio of NonIAR and PIAR as data subsets arrive.
When the ratio of available-to-arriving data is high, such as 4:1 or 5:1, the PIAR speedup increases more sharply than that of NonIAR. Hence, as the size of
arriving data is lower than that of available data, the eﬃciency of PIAR is substantially better than that of NonIAR. Therefore, PIAR more suitably handles
accumulating data than NonIAR.
Table 6
Computation time (CPU seconds) of PIAR and EIAR on data with low dimensionality and
several instances.
Dataset

PIAR

EIAR

Waveform
Letter
Shuttle
Credit
Average

141.90
931.30
1341.24
1467.95
970.60

48.83
317.50
28.94
863.06
314.58

Table 7
Reduction of PIAR and EIAR on the datasets with low dimensionality and several instances.
PIAR
Dataset
Waveform
Letter
Shuttle
Credit
Average

EIAR

All attributes

No. red.

Red. ratio

No. red.

Red. ratio

No. attr.

Red. ratio

15
9
6
13
10.75

0.714
0.563
0.667
0.565
0.627

14
11
6
15
11.5

0.667
0.688
0.667
0.652
0.668

21
16
9
23
17.25

1
1
1
1
1

Overall, we compared PIAR and EIAR on nine datasets with different characteristics and divided the datasets into three
types: datasets with low dimensionality and several instances, those with high dimensionality and few instances, and those
with high dimensionality and several instances. The corresponding results show that neither PIAR nor EIAR are eﬃcient on
every type of dataset, and we analyze the advantages and drawbacks of each method.
We ﬁrst compare PIAR and EIAR on datasets with low dimensionality and several instances. The computation time and
reduction results are listed in Tables 6 and 7, respectively, and the classiﬁcation performance is shown in Fig. 7. All classiﬁcation results were obtained from the original datasets, that is, although EIAR runs on discretized datasets, the accuracy
was computed with respect to the original datasets.
Table 6 shows that the computation time of PIAR is often higher than that of EIAR, thus being less eﬃcient on datasets
with low dimensionality and several instances. Table 7 and Fig. 7 show that PIAR and EIAR obtain reducts with comparable
classiﬁcation accuracies. Overall, EIAR is much faster than PIAR and provides similar reduction performance on the evaluated
datasets. Hence, PIAR is not as suitable for datasets with low dimensionality and several instances as EIAR.
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Fig. 7. Classiﬁcation accuracy of PIAR and EIAR on datasets with low dimensionality and several instances.

Table 8
Computation time (CPU seconds) of PIAR and EIAR on data with high dimensionality
and few instances.
Dataset

PIAR

EIAR

Gene9
Gene12
Gene14
Average

460.73
109.80
19.41
196.65

129.04
85.90
19.23
78.06

Table 9
Reduction of PIAR and EIAR on datasets with high dimensionality and few instances.
PIAR
Dataset
Gene9
Gene12
Gene14
Average

EIAR

All attributes

No. red.

Red. ratio

No. red.

Red. ratio

No. attr.

Red. ratio

27
22
14
21

0.002
0.002
0.004
0.003

7
8
7
7.33

0.001
0.001
0.002
0.001

12,600
9182
3312
8364.67

1
1
1
1

Fig. 8. Classiﬁcation accuracy of PIAR and EIAR on datasets with high dimensionality and few instances.

Table 8 lists the eﬃciency of PIAR and EIAR on datasets with high dimensionality and few instances. Again, EIAR is faster
than PIAR on such datasets.
The reduction and performance comparison of PIAR and EIAR are provided in Table 9 and Fig. 8, respectively. EIAR can
obtain a reduct that is slightly more compact, but its classiﬁcation performance is lower than that of PIAR. Moreover, the
reduction results of EIAR speed up learning at the expense of information loss, because EIAR requires discretization. Comparatively, PIAR can obtain a reduct with an acceptable reduction ratio and high classiﬁcation accuracy on the datasets with
high dimensionality and few instances.
We ﬁnally compare EIAR and PIAR on datasets with high dimensionality and several instances. The eﬃciency in terms of
computation time is listed in Table 10, while the reduction and classiﬁcation accuracy are provided in Table 11 and Fig. 9,
respectively. The computation time of EIAR is higher than that of PIAR. Therefore, PIAR is faster than EIAR on datasets with
high dimensionality and several instances.
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Table 10
Computation time (CPU seconds) of PIAR and EIAR on data with high dimensionality
and several instances.
Dataset

PIAR

EIAR

FPS-5
FPS-7
Average

6585.27
13,368.93
9977.10

6840.74
241,457.62
124,149.18

Table 11
Reduction of PIAR and EIAR on datasets with high dimensionality and several instances.
PIAR
Dataset
FPS-5
FPS-7
Average

EIAR

All attributes

No. red.

Red. ratio

No. red.

Red. ratio

No. attr.

Red. ratio

50
47
48.5

0.016
0.010
0.013

51
47
49

0.016
0.010
0.013

3208
4813
4010.5

1
1
1

Table 12
Computation time (CPU seconds) of PIAR and MIAR as instances arrive.
Dataset

PIAR

MIAR

Waveform
Gene9
Gene12
Gene14
Letter
Shuttle
Credit
FPS-5
FPS-7
Average

141.90
460.73
109.80
19.41
931.30
1341.24
1467.95
6585.27
13,368.93
182.96

278.14
348.66
155.41
85.13
Out of memory
Out of memory
Out of memory
Out of memory
Out of memory
216.84

The average results of PIAR are computed on datasets for which MIAR does not run out
of memory.

Table 13
Reduction of PIAR and MIAR.
PIAR
Dataset
Waveform
Gene9
Gene12
Gene14
Letter
Shuttle
Credit
FPS-5
FPS-7
Average

MIAR

All attributes

No. red.

Red. ratio

No. red.

Red. ratio

No. attr.

Red. ratio

15
27
22
14
9
6
13
50
47
19.5

0.714
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.563
0.667
0.565
0.016
0.010
0.181

13
27
12
12
–
–
–
–
–
16

0.619
0.002
0.001
0.004
–
–
–
–
–
0.157

21
12,600
9182
3312
16
9
23
3208
4813
6278.75

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The average results of PIAR and all attributes are computed on datasets for which MIAR
does not run out of memory.

Table 14
Characteristics of incremental feature selection algorithms evaluated in this study.
Criterion

PIAR

EIAR

MIAR

Storage requirements
Performance on datasets with low dimensionality and high number of instances
Performance on datasets with high dimensionality and low number of instances
Performance on datasets with high dimensionality and high number of instances
Classiﬁcation accuracy
Requires data discretization

Low
Slow
Acceptable
Fast
High
No

Low
Fast
Fast
Acceptable
Acceptable or poor
Yes

High
Out of memory
Slow
Out of memory
Good
No
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Fig. 9. Classiﬁcation accuracy of PIAR and EIAR on datasets with high dimensionality and several instances.

Fig. 10. Classiﬁcation accuracy of PIAR and MIAR.

Table 11 shows the reduction of PIAR and EIAR on the datasets with high dimensionality and several instances. For
comparison, some thresholds were considered for EIAR to obtain similar size of reducts as those from PIAR. Fig. 9 shows
that PIAR has better classiﬁcation accuracy than EIAR.
Overall, the comparison between PIAR and EIAR mainly unveils two aspects:
(1) EIAR obtains reduction with lower classiﬁcation performance by data discretization that leads to information loss.
(2) PIAR is more eﬃcient on the datasets with high dimensionality, whereas EIAR is more eﬃcient on those with low dimensionality.
5.3.2. Comparison between piar and miar
We also compare PIAR and MIAR in terms of computation time and classiﬁcation accuracy. Although both PIAR and MIAR
are based on fuzzy rough sets, they have different characteristics. First, PIAR is based on the positive region, whereas MIAR
is based on the discernibility matrix. Second, MIAR requires more storage than PIAR. From the comparison, we unveil the
advantages and drawbacks of PIAR and MIAR.
The computation times of PIAR and MIAR are listed in Table 12. MIAR runs out of memory on datasets Letter, Shuttle,
Credit, FPS-5, and FPS-7, because it is storage-intensive on datasets with several instances. Thus, only the comparison results
on the other four datasets (i.e., Waveform, Gene9, Gene12, and Gene14) are listed for MIAR in Table 12. PIAR often works
faster than MIAR. More importantly, PIAR requires much less storage than MIAR, and hence it can handle datasets with high
dimensionality and several instances.
Regarding performance, Table 13 shows that PIAR and MIAR have similar reduction ratios. For example, the average reduction ratios of PIAR and MIAR are 16 and 19.5, respectively, indicating the ability of both algorithms to reduce dimensionality. Fig. 10 shows that PIAR has better classiﬁcation accuracy than MIAR, while its reduction ratios mostly remain below
0.4%.
Overall, the comparison between PIAR and MIAR mainly unveils two aspects:
(1) Unlike PIAR, MIAR cannot handle datasets with several instances.
(2) When the arriving instances are fewer than the available ones, PIAR is substantially faster than MIAR.
5.3.3. Overall comparison of incremental feature selection methods
We summarize the characteristics of the incremental feature selection algorithms, namely, PIAR, EIAR, and MIAR, in
Table 14. The entries highlighted in bold indicate the unsuitability of the algorithm to the indicated criterion. In practice,
we should choose the appropriate incremental feature selection algorithm according to the available hardware and dataset
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characteristics. For example, MIAR is preferred if the necessary memory is available. If computation time is restricted, EIAR
is preferred, and for high-dimensional data, PIAR is preferred.
6. Conclusions
We propose an incremental feature selection algorithm based on fuzzy rough sets. In addition, we obtain various insights
on incrementally selected relevant features with successively arriving instances. Our main contributions can be summarized
as follows:
(1) Incremental mechanisms, such as the incremental positive region and key instance set, are proposed with strict mathematical reasoning and serve as bases to design an incremental feature selection algorithm, PIAR.
(2) The proposed algorithm fully leverages historical feature selection results and prevents recomputing on all available data.
(3) Although the proposed algorithm may achieve a relatively low performance on datasets with low dimensionality and
several instances, it exhibits high performance on datasets with high dimensionality.
Note that feature selection for datasets with low dimensionality is not necessary, because their data have many redundant instances but few or no redundant attributes. Consequently, the proposed algorithm spends much time identifying redundant instances from arriving instances, but few or no new features are added to the original selection on such datasets.
In contrast, datasets with high dimensionality have many redundant or even conﬂicting features. Thus, arriving instances
are often informative and may lead to determination of features not included in the original feature selection. Therefore, the
proposed algorithm is suitable to handle datasets with high dimensionality.
From this study and its results, we provide future directions of research:
(1) Explore incremental feature selection with streaming features based on fuzzy positive regions.
(2) Besides the incremental solutions mainly focused on streaming features and streaming instances, incremental class labels
should be investigated.
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Appendix
A triangular norm is an operator T : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisfying:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Boundary condition: T (a, 1 ) = a, a ∈ [0, 1],
Commutativity: T (a, b) = T (b, a ), a, b ∈ [0, 1],
Associativity: T (T (a, b), c ) = T (a, T (b, c )) for a, b, c ∈ [0, 1],
Monotonicity: a < α , b < β ⇒T(a, b) ≤ T(α , β ) for a, b, α , β ∈ [0, 1].
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